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Cider Oct 03 2020 Clear, simple language, numerous illustrations, and detailed step-by-step instructions, lead you through making fresh and
delicious sweet and hard ciders - including blended and sparkling ciders; building your own working apple press; enhancing your cooking with
cider as an ingredient; choosing the right apple cultivar for the flavor you want; and planning and planting your very own home orchard for the
freshest batch of cider ever! Plus, interesting bits of history and lore shed light on cider's colorful past.
The Art of Strategic Decision-Making Mar 08 2021 verwhelmed and paralyzed by your choices? Learn how to get it right the first time improve your analysis, judgment, and intuition. Unfortunately, you can't just rely on your gut instinct or "hunch" when you make decisions.
There's a science to improving your critical thinking, weighing pros and cons, and avoiding the traps that take you down the wrong path. Make
smart decisions by catching your brain's built-in flaws. The Art of Strategic Decision-Making will teach you to seize control of your life and
make sure your decisions aren't making you. This book cites years of research and scientific studies about what constitutes a great decision
and the factors that will inevitably lead you there. It is an in-depth look at human nature and psychology and why we make decisions in the
way we do - for better or for worse. This book is packed with theory, but it is all practical and actionable. Use these mental models and pieces
of analysis on your decisions TODAY. Think more quickly and more thoroughly - at the same time. Peter Hollins has studied psychology and
the human condition for over a dozen years. This book contains tactics pulled from his personal experience, as well as some of the most
famous studies in decision theory and social psychology to help you make snap decisions. Beat analysis paralysis and eliminate indecision.
-Learn your subconscious motivations, needs, and desires that hijack your brain. -Discover the surprising causes and cures for decision
fatigue. -Over 10 of the most dangerous cognitive biases and decision traps. -How to make your pros and cons lists incredibly useful and
illuminating. -The 6 Hats Method of intelligent decisions and how you can inhabit different perspectives. -The WRAP method of planning for
failure in decisions. -How to think outside the box and creatively solve problems.
House Furnishing Review May 30 2020
Making Difficult Decisions Oct 27 2022 You are faced with so many difficult decisions. Often your decision making seems random. It can be
swayed by different situations and emotions. You need to be more rigorous in the way you make decisions and yet you have very little time to
do so. Experience from others who have made tough decisions and a framework to help you do so would be invaluable. The courage to make
decisions is sometimes a bit elusive. It is difficult to find the calmness to be able to make and live with those decisions. There is so much that
can be learned from the experience of others. After working through this book you will have the courage of your convictions and the ability to
make difficult decisions count. The book sets out a framework for making difficult decisions that has been tried and tested. It has been used
successfully in one-to-one coaching with senior leaders in both the public, private and voluntary sectors. The framework is built on the
following strands: Clarity; Conviction; Courage; and Communication.
The Warehouse Jan 26 2020 Amazon's despotic automation and surveillance technologies may well be its downfall
A Hard Way to Make an Easy Living Jun 18 2019 Its often been said that a bad day of fishing beats the best day at work. But what happens
when fishing is your work? In A Hard Way to Make an Easy Living, author and career fisherman Corky Decker recaps his lifelong fishing
adventures. From his start as a young boy intrigued by the sea working for tips on party sport fishing boats out of Ogunquit, Maine, to
captaining a multimillion-dollar factory trawler that fished Alaskan waters, his stories of successes and failures provide an insiders look at the
lives of men and women who go to sea to fish. The story demonstrates why commercial fishing is not just a job, but a way of life. In this
memoir, Decker tells of trawling and harpooning bluefin tuna on the East Coast until the lure of Alaska found him walking the docks of Kodiak
in 1985; he recounts his experiences of the fisheries he worked in Alaska. A Hard Way to Make an Easy Living underscores the continual
controversy between the fishing industry and fisheries management and the influence of foreigners in US waters.
Cider, Hard and Sweet: History, Traditions, and Making Your Own (Third Edition)
Oct 15 2021 An updated and expanded guide for cider
enthusiasts traces the drink's history through the stories of producers throughout the world, outlines cider-making basics for beginners and
intermediates, shares additional recipes, and includes a new chapter on the recent popularity of perry cider.
Practical Applications of Infrared Thermal Sensing and Imaging Equipment
Oct 23 2019 Infrared energy radiated from the surface of natural
and manufactured objects enables us to detect and identify objects in poor visibilty, and examine their thermal behaviour. Commercial
applications of infrared sensing and imaging instruments are evolving as instrumentation and techniques mature. This revised and updated
edition discusses infrared measurement basics, and provides practical information needed for a variety of applications, such as night vision,
and security and surviellance.
Chambers's Encyclopaedia;
Aug 01 2020
Engineering Mechanics Dec 25 2019
The Hard Thing About Hard Things Sep 21 2019 Ben Horowitz, cofounder of Andreessen Horowitz and one of Silicon Valley's most respected
and experienced entrepreneurs, offers essential advice on building and running a startup—practical wisdom for managing the toughest
problems business school doesn’t cover, based on his popular ben’s blog. While many people talk about how great it is to start a business,

very few are honest about how difficult it is to run one. Ben Horowitz analyzes the problems that confront leaders every day, sharing the
insights he’s gained developing, managing, selling, buying, investing in, and supervising technology companies. A lifelong rap fanatic, he
amplifies business lessons with lyrics from his favorite songs, telling it straight about everything from firing friends to poaching competitors,
cultivating and sustaining a CEO mentality to knowing the right time to cash in. Filled with his trademark humor and straight talk, The Hard
Thing About Hard Things is invaluable for veteran entrepreneurs as well as those aspiring to their own new ventures, drawing from Horowitz's
personal and often humbling experiences.
Life Force Feb 25 2020 What if there were scientific solutions that could wipe out your deepest fears of falling ill, receiving a life-threatening
diagnosis, or feeling the effects of aging? What if you had access to the same cutting-edge tools and technology used by peak performers and
the world’s greatest athletes? In a world full of fear and uncertainty about our health, it can be difficult to know where to turn for actionable
advice you can trust. Today, leading scientists and doctors in the field of regenerative medicine are developing diagnostic tools and safe and
effective therapies that can free you from fear. In this book, Tony Robbins, the world’s #1 life and business strategist who has coached more
than fifty million people, brings you more than 100 of the world’s top medical minds and the latest research, inspiring comeback stories, and
amazing advancements in precision medicine that you can apply today to help extend the length and quality of your life. This book is the result
of Robbins going on his own life-changing journey. After being told that his health challenges were irreversible, he experienced firsthand how
new regenerative technology not only helped him heal but made him stronger than ever before. Life Force will show you how you can wake up
every day with increased energy, a more bulletproof immune system, and the know-how to help turn back your biological clock. This is a book
for everyone, from peak performance athletes, to the average person who wants to increase their energy and strength, to those looking for
healing. Life Force provides answers that can transform and even save your life, or that of someone you love.
Making Hard Choices in Journalism Ethics
Mar 20 2022 This book teaches students how to make the difficult ethical decisions that journalists
routinely face. By taking a case-based approach, the authors argue that the best way to make an ethical decision is to look closely at a
particular situation, rather than looking first to an abstract set of ethical theories or principles. This book goes beyond the traditional
approaches of many other journalism textbooks by using cases as the starting point for building ethical practices. Casuistry, the technical
name of such a method, develops provisional guidelines from the bottom up by reasoning analogically from an "easy" ethical case (the
"paradigm") to "harder" ethical cases. Thoroughly grounded in actual experience, this method admits more nuanced judgments than most
theoretical approaches.
Switch Jan 06 2021 ___________________________________ Change is hard. It doesn't have to be. We all know that change is hard. It's
unsettling, it's time-consuming, and all too often we give up at the first sign of a setback. But why do we insist on seeing the obstacles rather
than the goal? This is the question that bestselling authors Chip and Dan Heath tackle in their compelling and insightful book. They argue that
we need only understand how our minds function in order to unlock shortcuts to switches in behaviour. Illustrating their ideas with scientific
studies and remarkable real-life turnarounds - from the secrets of successful marriage counselling to the pile of gloves that transformed one
company's finances - the brothers Heath prove that deceptively simple methods can yield truly extraordinary results.
Hard Drive Apr 09 2021 Chronicles the career of "Chairman Bill" Gates, the computer whiz kid who commands the powerful Microsoft
computer software empire.
Cider, Hard and Sweet: History, Traditions, and Making Your Own (Second Edition)
Feb 07 2021 A fully updated and expanded primer for
anyone who wants to make cider and for those who just like to drink it. With the rise in consumer demand for local foods and local food
products, and the emergence of more small craft food and beverage producers since this book was originally published in 2000, this revised
edition of Cider, Hard and Sweet comes at the right time. Watson's expanded the section on the history of cider to chronicle lesser-known
cider producers such as those in Spain and Asia; broadened the selection of North American cider varieties and European cider apple
varieties; provided new cidermaking basics tailored to beginner and intermediate cidermakers with special attention to the new cidermaking
equipment available; added new recipes for cooking with cider from notable chefs and bartenders; and added a new chapter about the recent
popularity of perry (pear cider) available for purchase today.
The Assistant Murderer Aug 21 2019 Book Excerptd its offices. As the morning aged and the shadows grew shorter and thicker, so, generally,
did the individuals who composed this morning procession. Eight o'clock was frequently young and slender and brisk, Eight-thirty less so, Nine
still less, and rear-guard Ten o'clock was preponderantly neither young nor slender, and more often sluggish than brisk.Into this rear guard,
though physically he belonged to no later period than eight-thirty, a blue roadster carried Hubert Landow. His broad shoulders were bluecoated, his blond hair gray-capped, and he was alone in the roadster. With a glance around to make sure Millar's dark young man was not in
sight, Alec Rush turned his coupe in the blue car's wake.They rode swiftly into the city, down into its financial centre, where Hubert Landow
deserted his roadster before a Redwood Street stockbroker's office. The morning had become noon before Landow was in the street again,
turning his roadster northward.When shadowed and shadower came to rest
Christ the Lord The Road to Cana
Sep 02 2020 '[W]hen I found Rice's work I absolutely loved how she took that genre and (...) made [it] feel
so contemporary and relevant' Sarah Pinborough, bestselling author of Behind Her Eyes '[Rice wrote] in the great tradition of the gothic'
Ramsey Campbell, bestselling author of The Hungry Moon Herod Antipas rules Galilee, Pontius Pilate is the new Roman governor of Judea,
and the Roman Empire rules the world. These are turbulent times for Israel, a troubled land of turmoil and insurrection. Now in his thirtieth
year, Jesus and his tight-knit family endure a long, dusty winter of disruption and chaos. Whispers of his virgin birth still persist, and while he
struggles with the demands of his family and the weight of his great destiny, those around him wait for some sign of the path he will take. But
this quiet man of Nazareth is instead called upon to found a ministry which will utterly transform an unsuspecting world ...
Making Hard Decisions with DecisionTools Jun 23 2022 MAKING HARD DECISIONS WITH DECISIONTOOLS is a new edition of Bob
Clemen's best-selling title, MAKING HARD DECISIONS. This straightforward book teaches the fundamental ideas of decision analysis, without
an overly technical explanation of the mathematics used in decision analysis. This new version incorporates and implements the powerful
DecisionTools software by Palisade Corporation, the world's leading toolkit for risk and decision analysis. At the end of each chapter, topics
are illustrated with step-by-step instructions for DecisionTools. This new version makes the text more useful and relevant to students in
business and engineering. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Making Babies the Hard Way Nov 16 2021 What lengths would you go to have a baby? This work describes at times devastating social,
emotional, spiritual and physical impact of infertility on the author and her husband, including feelings of bereavement and inadequacy as well
as financial pressure.
Making Description Work Hard For You Feb 19 2022 Very easy to understand. Extremely useful. Highly recommended.? If you're looking for a
concise and practical reference on using description to achieve deep POV, then you'll love Beth Yarnall's easy how-to guide. Description in a
novel can be as dry as bone dust or read like a laundry list. But done right, description can draw the reader deeper into a character’s point of

view and deeper into the story. Using description to achieve deep point of view is one of the most powerful tools in an author’s toolbox. Learn
how to use description to achieve deep point of view and to create stories and characters readers will remember long after the last page is
turned. "Lots of great tips in a small package, but just what an author needs to enrich her writing! Thank you, Beth, so glad I picked up this
book." ~ Lindah, Goodreads "A good resource for exploring how to use point of view in your novel. Exercises get you out of your comfort
zone." ~ Francesca, Amazon Keywords: novel writing, on writing, write a book, authorship, how to write, writing for beginners, creative writing,
writing and editing, fiction writing, playwright, screenwriting, poetry writing, writing reference, language arts, composition, writing, novel writing,
reference, research & publishing guides, writing skills, education & reference, short reads, words, writing & grammar, description, describe
Home-Made Cheese Mar 28 2020 Featuring 40 classic cheeses, including mozzarella, Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Brie and other popular
varieties,this book tells you all you need to know about how to set up a home dairy. It covers the importance of foodsafety and hygiene; where
and how to source milk; an accessible overview of the biochemical processes involved; and essential techniques such as milling, draining,
pressing, salting, rind-washing, introducing moulds or yeasts, maturing and storing.With over 475photographs and a user-friendly
troubleshooting section, this volume will enable you to develop the skills required,whatever your previous experience or level of expertise.
It's Hard to Make a Difference When You Can't Find Your Keys
May 10 2021 Overbooking? Running late? Feeling overwhelmed by clutter
and to-dos? Management consultant Dr. Marilyn Paul guides you on a path to personal change that will bring true relief from the pain and
stress of disorganization. Unlike other books on getting organized, It’s Hard to Make a Difference When You Can’t Find Your Keys offers a
clear seven-step path to personal development that is comprehensive in nature. Drawing on her own experience as a chronically disorganized
person, Paul adds warmth, insight, humor, and hope to this manual for change and self-discovery. She introduces the notion of becoming
“organized enough” to live a far more rewarding life and make the difference that is most important to you.
How to Make Hard Seltzer Dec 17 2021 Hard seltzer is a booming category in the world of lifestyle beverages and many craft brewers are
lending their artisanal skills to this refreshing beverage. Simple to make and with a wide range of creative flavor additions, hard seltzer is a
sparkling alternative for beer lovers looking to give their palate a different experience. Learn about the development of the current market and
delve into the intricacies of sugars used in making seltzer. Understand the different regulations for this beverage based on how you make it so
you can be in legal compliance. Explore recipes, serving suggestions, and even cocktails for using hard seltzer. In this guide, the author
provides recipes and advice for making seltzer for both commercial and home enjoyment.
Making Hard Decisions Aug 25 2022 This best-selling and up-to-date survey of decision analysis concepts and techniques is accessible to
students with limited mathematical backgrounds. It is designed for advanced undergraduate and MBA-level courses in decision analysis and
also for business courses in introductory quantitative methods. (Prerequisites: college algebra; introductory statistics.)
SEC Docket Jul 20 2019
Body Butter Nov 23 2019 Body Butter DIY Body Butter Guide and Awesome Body Butter Recipes Anyone who has ever tried body butter
knows the luscious, skin-softening properties it possesses. Unfortunately, commercial body butter typically comes along with a high price tag
and chemical ingredients that you wouldn't want to place on your skin. For those interested in a better option, make your own homemade body
butter! Taking the do-it-yourself approach allows you complete control over the ingredients while still fitting into even the tightest budget. Table
of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 – Basic Ingredients and ToolsChapter 2 – Storing the Body ButterChapter 3 – Shelf Life of Body
ButterChapter 4 – Body Butter RecipesChapter 5– Tips and ConsiderationsConclusion
Working Hard and Making Do Jun 11 2021 The economic recovery of the 1990s brought with it a surge of new jobs, but the prospects for
most working Americans improved little. Family income rose only slightly and the period witnessed a significant degradation of the quality of
work as well as in what people could expect from their waged employment. In this book, Margaret K. Nelson and Joan Smith take a look inside
the households of working-class Americans to consider how they are coping with large-scale structural changes in the economy, specifically
how the downgrading of jobs has affected survival strategies, gender dynamics, and political attitudes. Drawing on both randomly distributed
telephone surveys and in-depth interviews, Nelson and Smith explore the differences in the survival strategies of two groups of working-class
households in a rural county: those in which at least one family member has been able to hold on to good work (a year-round, full-time job that
carries benefits) and those in which nobody has been able to secure or retain steady employment. They find that households with good jobs
are able to effectively use all of their labor power—they rely on two workers; they engage in on-the-side businesses; and they barter with friends
and neighbors. In contrast, those living in families without at least one good job find themselves considerably less capable of deploying a
complex, multi-faceted survival strategy. The authors further demonstrate that this difference between the two sets of households is
accompanied by differences in the gender division of labor within the household and the manner in which individuals make sense of, and
respond to, their employment.
Making Hard Cash in a Soft Real Estate Market
Jul 24 2022 "Filled with creative strategies that work in today's market. A must-read for the
real estate investor!" -Albert Lowry, PhD, New York Times bestselling author of How You Can Become Financially Independent by Investing in
Real Estate A few years ago, even reckless real estate investors could still make money because the market was booming. But many markets
have softened, and making a profit isn't as simple as it used to be. However-with the right strategy and long-term thinking-there is still plenty of
money to be made in real estate. If you're willing to look outside your local market, you'll discover emerging markets that are booming. And
there are also smart investing strategies that work especially well in slowing markets. You can do it! You just need the new rules and wise
tactics you'll find in this practical, profitable guide: * Invest in up-and-coming, high-growth emerging markets * Learn the powerful strategy of
market-timing * Use lease options to get more for your money * Learn creative strategies to engineer hands-off investments * Find
foreclosures and other hidden bargains * Invest in bargain-rate new construction projects There are great deals hiding in every real estate
market, and this book makes finding those values easy. Whether you want to locate the next up-and-coming growth markets, or find creative
ways to finance your investments, Making Hard Cash in a Soft Real Estate Market is a savvy guide to investing for anyone who wants to play it
safe and profitably.
The Sweet Book of Candy Making Sep 26 2022 Create your own delicious, gorgeous, and professional-quality candies with The Sweet Book
of Candy Making. Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned candy maker, you will find mouthwatering recipes and expert tips to inspire
you—and satisfy your sweet tooth. Inside, you'll find: —Candy-making essentials: all you need to know about equipment, ingredients, and
techniques, including step-by-step lessons on pulling taffy, rolling truffles, filling peanut butter cups, and more —More than 50 recipes for sugar
candies, fondant, caramels, toffee, fudge, truffles, chocolates, marshmallows, and fruit and nut candies —Troubleshooting tips for each type of
candy —How to perfect the classics you love, from English Toffee to Chocolate Fudge to Peanut Brittle —Try your hand at something new:
Pistachio Marzipan Squares, Passion Fruit Marshmallows, Mango-Macadamia Nut Caramels, Lemon Meringue Lollipops, and more
—Decorating techniques to show off your tasty results Get started in your kitchen with The Sweet Book of Candy Making!
Are We Making This Too Hard? Sep 14 2021
Hard to Break Jan 18 2022 "Well-publicized research in psychology tells us that over half of our attempts to change habitual behavior fail

within one year. Even without reading the research, most of us will intuitively sense the truth in this, as we have all tried and failed to rid
ourselves of one bad habit or another. The human story of habits and the difficulty of change has been told in many books--most of which will
make only a quick reference to dopamine or the 'lizard brain' before moving on to practical tips and tricks for behavior change. In contrast, [this
book] will tell the brain's story about why behavior is so hard to change"-The Everything Hard Cider Book May 22 2022 Easy to brew, easy to customize, and enormously delicious! Looking for a crisp, clean, and
scrumptious alternative to beer? On a gluten-free diet or allergic to the grains used in brewing beer? Want to experience the pride that comes
when your friends crack open one of your bottles and exclaim, "You made this?" Then welcome to the world of hard cider. Suddenly it's
everywhere--it's on the menu in pubs and restaurants, and there's a dizzying array of ciders available in stores. And some cider lovers, just like
craft beer drinkers, are looking for ways to create their own brew. The Everything Hard Cider Book takes you step by step into the fermentation
and bottling process, with tips on finding the proper equipment, sourcing ingredients, varying flavors, and creating unique packaging. You'll
also find advice on advanced techniques, like evaluating the finished product, varying recipes for your own taste, and even growing fruit for
cider. And with thirty-five essential and adaptable recipes for apple and other fruit ciders, you'll find everything you need to make your own
distinctive and delicious beverages.
Making Robust Decisions Jun 30 2020 How do you approach difficult decisions? Decision making is an integral part of business and
technology, as well as almost every other facet of life. Now there is a uniquely practical book that can help you tackle your next decision with
confidence. In Making Robust Decisions: Decision Management for Business, Service, and Technical Teams, you will learn: why decision
making can be so difficult; how to address the challenges that uncertain, conflicting, incomplete, or evolving information present; and how to
achieve robust decisions despite the varied personalities and perspectives on your team. Combining more than ten years of study of decision
support, cognitive psychology, product development, and business management with modern Artificial Intelligence concepts, Making Robust
Decisions gives you the tools you need to produce optimal decisions—those that make good use of available information, achieve buy-in from
all parties, and yield the best possible results. Packed with practical examples and case studies, Making Robust Decisions strikes a middle
ground between self-help books that, while interesting in theory, may not help with real-world problems and highly technical analysis texts. It
provides some methods you can implement right away and others that you and your organization can grow into. It is readable, useful, and
readily applicable to a wide variety of decision-making problems. The methods introduced in Making Robust Decisions can help with such
varied issues as selecting a concept, managing a portfolio, choosing a vendor, evaluating a proposal, selecting from architecture options,
choosing a design, and determining whether to make or buy an item. They support military selection of the best course of action (COA),
Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), and homeland security strategies. Making Robust Decisions includes chapters on making estimates, working
with decision teams, framing problems, the influence of belief, and using AccordÔ decision-making software to support robust decisions. It
includes decision-making templates and demonstrates how the methods described support Design for Six Sigma practitioners and provide
help in un-sticking the OODA Loop. If you’re in the business of making difficult decisions while managing uncertainty, risk, and team conflict,
then discover the new, effective techniques presented in Making Robust Decisions.
Making Tough Decisions Apr 21 2022 Explains a six-step method for making decisions and provides tips on setting goals, dreaming, and
planning for the future.
Making Tough Decisions about End-of-Life Care in Dementia
Aug 13 2021 Practical, essential advice about making tough decisions for
people with end-stage dementia. Each year, more than 500,000 people are diagnosed with dementia in the United States. As stunning as that
figure is, countless family members and caregivers are also affected by each diagnosis. Families are faced with the need to make vital end-oflife decisions about medical treatment, legal and financial matters, and living situations for those who no longer can; no one is prepared for this
process. And many caregivers grapple with sadness, confusion, guilt, anger, and physical and mental exhaustion as dementia enters its final
stage. In Making Tough Decisions about End-of-Life Care in Dementia, Dr. Anne Kenny, a skilled palliative care physician, describes how to
navigate the difficult journey of late-stage dementia with sensitivity, compassion, and common sense. Combining her personal experience
caring for a mother with dementia with her medical expertise in both dementia and end-of-life care, Dr. Kenny helps the reader prepare for a
family member's death while managing their own emotional health. Drawing on stories of families that Dr. Kenny has worked with to illustrate
common issues, concerns, and situations that occurs in late-stage dementia, this book includes practical advice about • making life-altering
decisions while preparing for a loved one's inevitable death • medical care, pain, insomnia, medication, and eating • caring for the caregiver •
having conversations about difficult topics with other family members and with health care, legal, and financial professionals Concrete to-do
lists and lists of important points provide information at a glance for busy caregivers. Each chapter concludes with a list of additional resources
for more information and help. Making Tough Decisions about End-of-Life Care in Dementia is a lifeline, an invaluable guide to assist in the
late stage of dementia.
The Making of an Icon: The Dreamers, the Schemers, and the Hard Hats Who Built the Gateway Arch, Second Edition
Jul 12 2021 With his
fourth book from Reedy Press, The Making of an Icon, Jim Merkel captured the spirit behind the conception and construction of one of
America’s most distinctive and beloved national monuments. More than two million visitors stand in awe at the Gateway Arch each year, and
the stories behind it were unearthed in breathless detail in the first edition. Back with even more lore and the addition of beautiful color images,
Merkel brings new information on the Arch grounds and museum to this updated and revised second edition. Now expanded, his book
includes more stories compiled from interviews with the visionaries, finaglers, protesters, and intrepid workers who built the arch while one
misstep away from a fatal fall. Merkel’s book will help us appreciate the relentless pursuit, innovation, and toil that raised the Arch to the sky.
Making Babies the Hard Way Dec 05 2020 How far would you go to have a baby? Making Babies the Hard Way is a frank account of one
couple's discovery that they cannot have children of their own, and their ensuing struggle through four years of fertility treatment. One in six
couples worldwide seek assistance to conceive and 80 per cent of couples undergoing fertility treatment are currently unsuccessful. Writing
with humour and honesty, Caroline Gallup describes the social, emotional, spiritual and physical impact of infertility on her and her husband,
Bruce, including feelings of bereavement for the absent child, the unavoidable sense of inadequacy and the day-to-day difficulties of financial
pressure. As well as telling her own moving story, she also offers information and guidance for others who are infertile, or who are considering
or undergoing treatment. This courageous and poignant book will be of interest to couples who cannot conceive and those who are
undergoing treatment, as well as their families and friends.
Making Marriage Happy Nov 04 2020 Why are some couples happy when so many others are not? Is it just the luck of the draw? Or do happy
couples actually do things that make their happiness possible? In this lively, encouraging, and occasionally irreverent book, author Claire
Vande Polder interviewed real couples in happy marriages to learn what they do to make it work. What she discovered is collected here in
short, readable segments on topics from romance to "roommate issues" like housekeeping and chores, conflict, money, life changes, gift
giving, when to seek professional help, and more. The individuals in the interview group represent 1,000 years of married life-in which they've
acquired 1,000 years of wisdom. And since the identities of those interviewed were kept anonymous, they felt free to dish on intimate truths

through confessions, advice, and stories that readers will find both entertaining and inspirational. Whether you're newly engaged, in a longterm relationship, or celebrating decades of wedded bliss, there's something here for everyone. MAKING MARRIAGE HAPPY is a collection of
hard-won wisdom from real people, a fresh and often-funny take on the joys and challenges of being in it for the long haul.
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